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Folding Method

Easy foldable structure for storage.

Connecting Cable

The audio cable can be connected to the left or right side, whichever is most convenient.

△ Caution
When disconnecting the audio cable, pull it out by holding the plug and not the cable. Pulling on the cable may cause damage. When connecting the audio cable, make sure to fully insert the plug or this may affect sound quality.

Before Wearing

Before wearing headphones, please adjust the slide length to fit your face and ears position as shown below.

△ Caution
High volume may affect your hearing. For traffic safety, do not use while driving or cycling.

Music and Mic. Control

Compatible with iPod, iPhone and iPad. Some control features may be limited in certain devices.

△ Caution
Microphone is not water resistant. Please use caution around liquids and sweat or damage to the microphone could occur.